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By KATHARINE TYNAN (MRs., HINKSON).

AUTHOR OF 'OH, WHAT A PLAGUE IS LOVE!",

Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s. 6d.
'Here, among the hosts à ladies who write with care and *ne

comes a woman artist. "An Isle in the Water '-' is a collection o
well-conceived and excellenlly-finished Irish stories, for whicÈ it w

hard»to find anything to say but praise. They are all extremely s
the force of their effect, and every touch tells ; they are gracefully
without an appearance of artifice, subtlyexpressed withont a susp
affectation.'-Saturday Review. - M

« I venture to assert that in ani one of its fifteen tales there is
rendering of the very essence of Irish life and character than in a
dozen of the books which are responsible for the cdfiception of 1
ventional Pat or Biddy which has had such a long and prosperou
on this side of the Channel. The book owes its momentum to its fhs
and powerful rendering of the pathos and the tragédy of the
with which the writer dWs. But this fascination and power are

obvious to stand in neeà^ of celebration. '-New Age.
« Any faults the book may have areredeemed by a page tom 1

authoress's own heart. Changing the Nurseries " is a chapter no
mother, 'or maid could read without a lump in her throat. Th,

maternal element, which is the chief virtue of the Irish, is rife in it,
thousand and one Ilttle trivialities that our life is made up of are ac'

commented upon.-St. james's Budget.

OH WHAT A PLAGUE IS LO
By MTHARINE TYNAN (MRS. IJINYSON).

Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s. 6d.
"This sparkling story has such freshness as suggests a drauý
virn from Paphian wells. It is, in fact, a vivacious little

fil eeably diversified with threatenings of tragedy, and -radà
h7imour from first to last.'-Daily Chronicle.

Mrs. Hinkson is lively and pleasant in her domestic st ely
English this time-which relates the mis gs and of a

family of young grown-up people who are ever on the wat for the
amorous proclivities of a light-hearted father.'-Natioiml Observer.

Leigh Hunt.,ýyou)d have delighted Mrs. Hinkson. He knew how
to «value high spýîýW in a writer, and the iety of this cheerfal story would
have charmed' unmensely.'-Saturdrayv éview. ory-Pur

& C. BLACK) SOHO SQUARE, LONDON.
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